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Abstract

The present paper studies the problem of finding a two-layered perceptron that exactly
classifies a given subset. Such a two-layered perceptron is called exact with respect
to the given subset. We derive both a necessary and a sufficient condition for a
given subset to be classifiable by an exact two-layered perceptron. The necessary
condition can be viewed as a generalization of the linear-seperability condition of the
one-layered perceptron and confirms the conjecture that the capabilities of exact two
layered perceptrons are more limited than those of exact three-layered perceptrons.
The sufficient condition shows that the capabilities of exact two-layered perceptrons
extend beyond the exact classification of convex subsets. Furthermore, we present a
systematic verification method for the given sufficient condition.

Keywords: Classification, Multi-Layered Perceptrons,Size Hidden Layer

1 Introduction

In [13], we studied the design and complexity of multi-layered perceptrons for exactly
solving a given problem. We focussed on the class of combinatorial optimization problems
and showed that such problems can be solved exactly by three-layered perceptrons if
certain linearity constraints are satisfied. To this end a given combinatorial optimization
problem was reduced to the problem of exactly classifying a given subset by a multi
layered perceptron. We derived a necessary condition for a given subset to be exactly
classifiable by a multi-layered perceptron and proved that this condition is sufficient for
exactly classifying the subset by a three-layered perceptron. The question whether this
condition is sufficient for exactly classifying the subset by a two-layered perceptron was left
as an open problem. In this paper we therefore examine the exact classification capabilities
of two-layered perceptrons.

Why are we interested in the exact solving of combinatorial optimization problems by a
multi-layered perceptron? The answer is that we are not. However, the idea is that if we
have the network configuration of a multi-layered perceptron that is capable of exactly
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solving a given problem provided it has the right weights, a good approximation of these
weights can be found using one of the many existing learning algorithms, such that we
obtain a multi-layered perceptron that approximately solves the problem. Moreover, our
hope is that an exact network configuration for a given problem is capable of learning to
solve problems that are close in some sense to the original problem. On the other hand, if
we know that for instance a two-layered perceptron cannot exactly solve a certain problem,
whatever the number of hidden nodes and the values of the weights are, trying to learn
a two-layered perceptron with an arbitrary chosen number of hidden nodes to solve the
problem is doomed to fail. An example of such a problem is the sorting problem, which
can be proven not to be exactly solvable by a two-layered perceptron using the results of
this paper (see [14]).

The next question that arises is why to bother about two-layered perceptrons at all, since
the capabilities of exact two-layered perceptrons will not exceed the capabilities of exact
three-layered perceptrons. The main reason for studying the classification capabilities of
exact two-layered perceptrons is that these networks are expected to learn faster than
three-layered perceptrons, provided that an exact two-layered perceptron for the problem
exists and one uses a sufficient number of hidden nodes. Furthermore, the final weight
vector of a two-layered perceptron that has been obtained by some learning algorithm is
analyzed more easier. These are probably also the reasons why two-layered perceptrons are
most frequently used. Finally, studying the classification capabilities of exact two-layered
perceptrons is of theoretical interest.

We use the term exact two-layered perceptron (in general exact multi-layered perceptron)
to emphasize the fact that the two-layered perceptron exactly classifies a given subset.
As in [13] we restrict ourselves to perceptrons using the hard limiting response function.
So far, there have been few reports on the classification capabilities of exact two-layered
perceptrons using the hard limiting response function. In his introductory paper, Lipp
mann presents a brief summary of the classification capabilities of exact multi-layered
perceptrons [8]. However, Lippmann incorrectly states that a subset has to be convex
for being classifiable by an exact two-layered perceptron. Since then, several authors have
pointed out that the capabilities of exact two-layered perceptrons extend beyond the exact
classification of convex subsets. Wieland and Leighton [12], Huang and Lippmann [6] and
Makhoul et al. [9] demonstrate this by some hand crafted examples of non-convex subsets
that can be exactly classified by a two-layered perceptron. We extend these results by
presenting formal and more systematical results on the classification capabilities of exact
two-layered perceptrons.

More recent papers consider the approximate classification capabilities of two-layered per
ceptrons that use a sigmoidal response function. Cybenko [2], Funahashi [4] and Hornik et
al. [5] show that two-layered perceptrons are capable of classifying a given subset within
arbitrary precision, but they do not give much insight in the required number of hidden
nodes. A first attempt to solve this problem is presented in [3], where an upper-bound on
the required number of hidden nodes is derived. Our approach is directed towards find
ing the minimal number of required hidden nodes for exactly classifying a given subset.
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Obviously, this number is also a lower-bound for approximately classifying a given subset
if the error goes to zero. Note that we do not consider the results by Baum [1] since he
discusses finite subsets only. .

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly summarize the
most important elements of the study presented in [13]. Section 3 contains the main results
of this paper in three parts: Section 3.1 presents a necessary condition for a subset to be
classifiable by an exact two-layered perceptron. Section 3.2 presents a sufficient condition
for a subset to be classifiable by an exact two-layered perceptron and describes how the
weights of such an exact two-layered perceptron can be calculated if the subset satisfies
this condition. An algorithm for a systematic verification of the sufficient condition is
presented in Section 3.3. The paper ends with some concluding remarks and references.
The proofs of the lemmas and theorems presented in Section 3 are given in the Appendix.

2 Preliminaries

In this paper we consider the standard architecture of a multi-layered perceptron with m
layers (m-LP) consisting of one output layer and m - 1 hidden layers (see [8, 11, 13]).
The output of a node is the result of a computation determined by a summation of a bias
and the weighted inputs of that node, which is then passed through a non-linear response
function 8. In this paper we only consider the hard limiting response function 0 that
satisfies 0(>.) = 1 if ). ~ °and 0()') = °if ). < 0. Throughout the paper we consider the
classification of (non-finite) subsets of IRN for some fixed N E IN, which implies that we
have to consider 2-LPs with N inputs only.

We let Rm,N,K denote the set of all vector functions from IRN to {O, I}K that can be formed
by constructing an m-LP with N inputs and K outputs. We define Rm,N,K iteratively,
first R1,N,K:

R1,N,K = {f: R N
-- {O, I}K IIi = 00 Ii, li E AN, i = 1, .. . ,K}, (1)

where AN denotes the set of all affine functions from R N to IR:

Next, since an (m + 1)-LP can be constructed by putting a l-LP on top of an m-LP, we
define Rm+1,N,K in terms of R1,L,K and Rm,N,L' where L denotes the number of hidden
nodes in the mth hidden layer:

N . K
Rm+1,N,K = {I: R --l- {O, I} II =go h, 9 E R1,L,K, h E Rm,N,L, L E IN}. (2)

Abbreviate Rm,N,l as R m, then V can be classified by an exact m-LP if there exists an
f E Rm such that f( x) = 1 if and only if x E V. Define for each function I: IRN

--l- {O, I}
the set .J(f) ~ R N by .J(f) = {x E IRN II(x) = I}, then it follows that V can be
classified by an m-LP if V = .J(f) for some I E Rm . The collection of subsets of IRN
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that can be classified by an exact m-LP is denoted with Cm' It is clear from the above
that Cm = {:J(f) If E Rm }. Furthermore, one can easily verify the well-known fact that
C1 = {V ~ lItN IV is a closed linear half-space}, which implies that V E C1 ~ V· f/. C1

(V· denotes the complement of the set V). Finally, we define the following four collections
of subsets:

61 = {V ~ ]RN IV E C1 V V· E Cd, (3)

P = {V ~ ]RN IV =nf=l Vi, Vi E Cll k E IN}, (4)

P . N k - (5)= {V ~]R IV = ni=l Vi, Vi E C1 , k E IN},
U N I - (6)= {V ~]R IV = Ui=l Vi, Vi E P, I E IN}.

From the above it follows that 61 is the collection of open and closed linear half-spaces and,
hence, P is the collection of polyhedra. The collection P can be viewed as the collection of
all pseudo-polyhedra. A genuine polyhedron has all faces belonging to the set, whereas a
pseudo-polyhedron can have faces either belonging to the set or to the complement of the
set. Finally, the collection U is the collection of all subsets of lItN that can be represented
as a union of a finite number of pseudo-polyhedra. U is the collection of subsets that have
piece-wise linear bounds. Note that P ~ P and 61 ~ P ~ U. The following basic results
have been proven in [13].

Lemma 1 If m ~ 2 then V E Cm implies that V· E Cm'

Lemma 2 Let {Vi Ii = 1, ... , I} be a collection of subsets with Vi E Cm or lit E Cm for

all i, then n~=l Vi E Cm+!'

Theorem 1 Let V ~ ]RN, then V can be classified by an exact m-LP if V E U and
m ~3.

Theorem 2 Let V ~ lItN , then V can be classified by an exact m-LP only if V E U.

3 Main results

3.1 A necessary condition for the existence of an exact 2-LP

In this section we demonstrate that the condition given in Theorem 2 is not sufficient for
classifying a given subset by an exact 2-LP, Le. there exist subsets of ]RN that can be
classified by an exact 3-LP but cannot be classified by an exact 2-LP, which implies that
C2 is a true subset of C3' We show this by proving the necessity of a second condition for
classifying a given subset by a 2-LP. This condition requires the existence of a hyperplane
and two spheres.

The sphere B1(xo, 6) with centre Xo E ]RN and radius 6 > 0 is the set {x E ]RN Ilix - xoll <
6}. Furthermore, we use WO to denote the interior of a subset W, that is defined as the
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(7)B2 n WO C V*
B2 nW· ~ V,

B I n "TO C V
BI nW· ~ V*

o :I:
o :I:

set of all points x for which a sphere B exists that satisfies x E B C W. The necessary
condition for a subset to be classifiable by an exact 2-LP can now be expressed as follows.

Theorem 3 Let V E U be a subset for which there exist aWE CI and two spheres B}, B 2

such that

In the above theorem the subset W corresponds to a closed linear half-space, Le. W = {x E
IRN Ia·x+b ~ O} for some a E IRN and bE IR. The conditions in (7) do not specify whether
the hyperplane W = {x Ia· x +b = O} (or parts of it) belongs to V or V·. The conditions
are only concerned with parts of the open linear half-spaces WO = {x Ia· x +b > O} and
W· = {x Ia . x + b < O}.

Suppose that V E IRN satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3 and f: lRN
-4 {O, I} satisfies

J(J) = V, then f(x) = 1 for all x E B I n WO, x E B 2 n W· and f(x) = 0 for all
x E B 1 n W*, x E B2 n wo. Thus f solves some kind of extended exclusive-or problem.
Theorem 3 proves that f t/. C2• Hence, the condition (7) can be viewed as a generalization
of the condition of linear separability for a subset to be classifiable by a l-LP, since this
condition is responsible for the non-existence of a l-LP for the exclusive-or problem.

(a) (b)

~
(C)~..~

Figure 1: The subsets of lR2 given in (a) and (b) cannot be classified by an exact 2-LP
since they satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3; the circles correspond to the spheres B I

and B2 • The subset presented in (c) can be classified by an exact 2-LP since it satisfies
the conditions of Corollary 1; see Section 3.2 and 3.3. Note that solid boundary lines do
and thin boundary lines do not belong to the presented sets.

As already mentioned in the introduction, the results of Cybenko [2] and others show that
a subset V ~ R N can be approximately classified by a 2-LP with arbitrary precision. In
our context this implies that for all e > 0 there exists a VEE C2 such that IIV - VEil < e.
Let VE = J(gE 0 hE) for some gE E RI,L.,}, hE E RI,N,L. and LE E IN, the latter denoting
the number of hidden nodes. If V E U satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3 then V t/. C2

and it follows that we must have limE!o L E = 00. For the two subsets in Figure la and 1b
we have found approximating subsets ~ E C2 with L E = 0(1 log el) and L~ = O(I/e),
respectively. In Figure lc an example is given of a subset in C2 that approximates the
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(8)

subset given in Figure Ib (see the following sections for a proof that this set belongs to
C2). The general upper-bound Le = O(c(N-I)/2) given by Cybenko [3] indicates that
the result for the subset in Figure Ib can be improved.

3.2 A sufficient condition for the existence of an exact 2-LP

The examples given in the previous section show that C2 C U (strict inclusion). Further
more, from Lemma 2 it follows that P ~ C2 , which implies that every piece-wise linear
and convex set can be classified by an exact 2-LP, a result already known for some time [8].
To the best of our knowledge the literature presents only the few examples of subsets in
C2 \P [6, 9, 12]. One such example that is for the first time reported in [9] is shown in
Figure lc and can be proven to belong to C2 by using Corollary 1 below (see also the next
section). This corollary presents a sufficient (but not necessary) condition for a subset
to be classifiable by an exact 2-LP. It is the most general sufficient condition we found
so far, based on the classifiability of intersections of two classifiable subsets by an exact
2-LP. Moreover, it is the only sufficient condition for which we have found a systematic
verification method. This verification method is presented in the next section.

The basic result that we use to obtain Corollary 1 below is that VI \ V2 E C2 for all VI E P
and V2 E C2• Before we prove this result we need some preliminaries.

- k -Let V E P, then V = ni=I Vi, for some k E IN and VI, ,Vk E CI . Let 0 ~ r ~ k be such
that Vi E CI for i = 1, ... , T and Yi* E CI for i = T+1, , k. Furthermore, let h E RI,N,k
and 9 = 009 E RI,k,I be defined by Vi = .1(hd, i = 1, , T, Vi = .1*(hi), i = T+1, ... , k
and 9(X) = Li"=1 Xi - L7="+I Xi - T, (X E }Rk), respectively. Then one can easily verify
that V = .1(g 0 h) and 9(h(x)) E {-k, -k + 1, ... ,O} for all X E }RN.

If V E C2 then V = .1(g 0h) for some 9 = 009 E RI,k,I, h E RI,N,k and k E IN. Analogous
as above we can assume that 9(h(x)) E {o:,o:+ 1, ... ,;J} for some 0:,13 E 'll, 0: ~;J and
all x E }RN. Proving that this representation can always be attained is an easy exercise.
Without loss of generality we may further assume that 0: < 0 ~ 13, such that we arrive at
the conditions of the following theorem.

Theorem 4 Let VI E P, V2 E C2 and assume Vi = .1(gi 0 hi), gi = 0 09i E RI,ki,b
hi E RI,N,ki' 9I(hI(x)) E {-kI,-kI +l, ... ,O} and 92(h2(x)) E {o:,o:+l, ... ,;J} fOT some
kI , k 2 E IN, 0:,13 E ZZ, 0: < 0 ~ 13 and for all x E }RN.

Then VI \ V2 = .1(g 0 h), with h E R I,N,k1+k2 and 9 = 0 09 E R I,k1+k2,I given by
hex) =(hI(x),h2(x)) and

9(X}, X2) = -0:9I(XI) - 92(X2) - 1,

respectively. Furthermore 9(h(x)) E {kI 0: - 13 - 1, ... , -0: - I} for all x E IaN.

In the conditions of the above theorem it is essential that 91 (hI (x)) has only one positive
value and that [h( h2( x)) is bounded away from zero. The results of Theorem 4 can be
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(9)

devided into two parts. The fundamental result is that VI \ V2 E C 2 for all VI E P and
V2 E C2 , the computational result indicates how f E R 2 is calculated such that .:l(J) =
VI \ V2• These results are easily generalized to the results of Corollary 1 and Corollary 2,
respectively. Note that we use VI \ V2\ •••\ liz as a shorthand for VI \(V2\(· •• (lIz-I \ liz)·· .)).

Corollary 1 Let V = VI \ V2 \ •••\ liz for some I E IN and VI, V2 , ••• , liz E P, then V E C2 •

Corollary 2 Let I E IN, Vi E P, i = 1, ... ,1, and assume Vi = .:l(gi 0 hi), gi = 00 Yi E
RI,k.,b hi E RI,N,k. andYi(hi(X))E {-ki,-ki+1, ... ,0}forsomeki E IN and all X E ]RN.

Then VI \ V2 \ ••• \ liz = .:l(g 0 h), with h E RI,N,r.k. and g = 0 0 Y E RI,r.k.,I given by
hex) = (hI(x), ... ,hl(x)) and

_ I i _ ( _1)1 + 1
g(XI,'''' XI) = L(-1) O'I-igi(Xi) - 2 '

i=I

respectively. Furthermore, y(h(x)) E {0'1, ... ,-0'1-I-1} for all X E ]RN. The numbers
O'i, i = 0,1, ... , 1, are recursively defined by 0'0 = -1 and O'i+l = kl_iO'i + O'i-I for
i = 0, . .. ,1-1 (0'-1 = 0).

Note that the above corollary also holds for I = 1, which serves as a starting point for a
straightforward proof using mathematical induction and Theorem 4. From Corollary 2 it
follows that the required number of hidden units of an exact 2-LP that classifies VI\V2\·· ·\lIz
is at most L:~=I ki, which equals the total number of half-spaces defining the subsets
VI, ... , VI. If these subsets have defining half-spaces in common the required number of
hidden units can be reduced accordingly. Although Corollary 2 gives an algorithm for the
determination of a set of weights for an exact 2-LP, the practical value of this algorithm
is limited since these weights can become very large (0'1 ~ -kIk2 •• .kl).

If a subset V satisfies the condition of Corollary 1 we obviously have V E U, since C2 C U
by Theorem 2. However, not every V E U satisfies the condition of Corollary 1, which
follows from the fact that U ~ C2• Hence, one can view this condition as an additional
condition to be imposed on a set V E U in order to belong to C2 • The next theorem
clearifies this idea, by giving an alternative formulation of the condition of Corollary 1 in
which the additional condition is explicitly shown.

Theorem 5 Let V E lRN , then there exist an I E IN and VI, V2 , ••• , liz E P such that
V = VI \ V2 \ ... \ liz if and only if

V = (WI n Wi) U (W3 n W;) U··· U (W2r- I n W2'r)

Verifying whether a subset V satisfies the conditions of Corollary 1 implies that we must
find the appropriate decomposition of V. We have developed an algorithm to compute
this decomposition for a given V if such a decomposition for V exists. This is the subject
of the following section.
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3.3 A decomposition algorithm

In the previous section a sufficient condition is given for a subset of lRN to be classifiable by
an exact 2-LP (see Corollary 1). In this section we derive a systematic verification method
for this condition in a slightly restricted case: for a given subset V ~ lRN the presented
algorithm finds VI, ... , l!I E P such that V =VI \ V2\ ... \ l!I, if such a decomposition of V
exists. The following ideas lie behind the introduced decomposition algorithm.

Assume V = VI \ V2 for some unknown subsets Vb V2 E P. In search for a solution of this
equation we note that V = V' \ (V' \ V) if and only if V' ;2 V. Hence, if we can find a
V' ;2 V satisfying V' E P and V'\ V E P we have finished. To find such a V' we exploit
the property that all subsets in P are convex, which implies that V' and V'\V must be
convex. Using V'\ V = V'\(VI \ V2) = (V'\VI) U (V' n V2) we find that V'\V is convex if
V' is convex and VI ;2 V'. Since VI can be any convex set satisfying VI ;2 V, we see that
V' has to be the smallest convex set with V' ;2 V. This unique set is generally called the
convex-hull of V and denoted by conv.hull(V). Of course, the convexity of V' and V'\ V
does not necessarily guarantee that V' E P and V'\ V E P. In Figure 2 below we give an
example where using the convex-hull does not suffice.

(a) (b) (c)

•
(d)

•
Figure 2: Example demonstrating the necessity of using the closure of the convex-hull.

In Figure 2a and 2b two subsets Vb V2 E P are given. Suppose we want to decompose
V = Vi \ V2 , which is presented in Figure 2c (thin boundary lines and circles are not
part of the set). To this end we calculate V' = conv.hull(V), the result being depicted
in Figure 2d. It is not hard to see that V' <j. P. The only way to ensure that V' E P is
to calculate V' = conv.hull(V), in which case we have a stronger result namely V' E P.
In Theorem 7 we prove that conv.hull(V) E P for all V E U. A disadvantage of using
conv.hull instead of conv.hull is that we have to restrict ourselves to sets in lRN that have
a decomposition with only subsets in P, for one can easily construct a V = VI \ V2 , with
Vt, V2 E P, for which there does not exist WI, W2 E P such that V = WI \ W2.

Let V be a given subset of lRN , then the decomposition T = conv.hull(T)\(conv.hull(T)\T)
found above is easily used to show that V = VI \V2\· ..\ l!I\T is an invariant of the DECAL-l
algorithm presented on the following page. This algorithm can be used to calculate a
decomposition of a given subset.
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DECAL-l

1 := OJ
T:= Vj
while T # 0
do

liz+! := conv.hull(T)j
T := liz+! \ Tj
1 .- 1+1

odj

If we assume that V E U then using Theorem 7 one can easily show that T E U is an
invariant of the algorithm and V; E P, i = 1,2,3, ... This proves that the DECAL-l
algorithm finds a decomposition of V E U if the algorithm terminates. In the next
theorem we prove that the algorithm terminates, and thus finds a decomposition of V, if
a decomposition of V exists.

Theorem 6 Let V be a subset of lRN • If V = WI \ W2 \ ..• \ Wk for some k E IN and
Wb ... , Wk E P, then 1 :s k is an invariant of the DECAL-l algorithm.

The major part in the proof of Theorem 6 is the verification that (l = 0) V (liz ~ WI) is
an invariant of the DECAL-l algorithm. For the remainder of the proof one can follow
different lines. One alternative is to note that V = WI \ W2 \ •••\ Wk \ Wk+! with Wk+I = 0,
which is then used to show that (I :s k) 1\ (T # 0) ~ (I +1 :s k). In the proof of Theorem 6
presented in the Appendix we follow a slightly different approach.

(a)

~
(b)

8 r9 1
6 7

4 5

2 3

1

Figure 3: Example of the sequence of intermediate steps of the decomposition algorithm.

In Figure 3b we present the results of the DECAL-l algorithm when it is applied to the
subset V depicted in Figure 3a (which is a duplicate of Figure lc). We obtain V =
VI \ V2\···\Vg , with Vb V2, ••• , V9 all rectangles obviously belonging to P, VI is the largest
and Vg is the smallest rectangle. The DECAL-l algorithm can also be applied to most of
the example subsets presented in [6].
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So far, we have not discussed how the different steps in the DECAL-1 algorithm have to
be executed. Especially the calculation of conv.hull(T) and Vi+! \T can cause considerable
difficulty. We first give an alternative for the calculation of Vi+1 \ T, the calculation of
conv.hull(T) is dealt with below.

We show that we can replace the calculation of Vi+1 \T in the DECAL-1 algorithm by the
calculation of Vi+! n (-1)1+1V, where +V= V and -V = V*. Let Vo = IRN then one
can verify that T ~ Vi is an invariant of DECAL-l. Together with Vi E P for all i this
implies that Vi ~ Vi-1 for all I ~ 1, which is easily used to show that T = Vi n (-I)/V is
an invariant of DECAL-I. Hence, we find the following alternative for DECAL-I, which
is especially convenient if we have a simple expression for both V and V*. Note that
this is the case for the subsets VP) that arise in the solving of combinatorial optimization
problems as presented in [13].

DECAL-2

I := OJ
T:= V;
while T :f 0
do

Vi+1 := conv.hull(T);
T := Vi+1 n (-1)1+1V
I .- 1+1

od;

We now consider the calculation of conv.hull(T). In Theorem 7 below we give a systematic
method for the calculation of conv.hull(V) for every subset V E U. Before we can explain
the different steps of this method we need to state some elementary results.

We use the following well-known expression for the convex-hull of a subset V ~ IRN :

conv.hull(V) = {x E IRN Ix = 2:i=1 AiVi, Vi E V, Ai ~ 0,2:i=1 Ai = 1, r ~ I}. (10)

Indeed the convex-hull of the subset 11 is the smallest convex set containing V. Next, we
define the cone of a subset V ~ IRN as the smallest convex cone containing V. A (convex)
cone is a nonempty set of vectors C satisfying x, Y E C 1\ A, Jl ~ 0 * AX +JlY E Cj see [7]
for more information about the convex-hull and the cone. Hence, we have:

(11)

An elementary results states that every polyhedron can be written as the sum of a bounded
convex-hull and a cone, see Lemma 3 below. The proof of this lemma can be found in
various books on linear algebra, one could use for instance [7] where also algorithms are
presented for the calulation of Xi and Yi. Note that we use {Xi}f=1 to denote the set
{Xll ... ,xkl·

Lemma 3 ([7]) Let V ~ IRN , then V E P if and only if

V = conv.hull({Xi}f=1) + cone({Yi}f=1)

10



for some k,p E IN and Xi, Yi E IRN .

Next, we show that the closure of a pseudo-polyhedron is a polyhedron. Recall that a
pseudo-polyhedron is a polyhedron with a number of "missing" faces, which implies that
the result is intuitively clear.

Lemma 4 Let V E P, then V E P.

We are now ready for the final result of this paper. Theorem 7 proves that the closure
of the convex-hull of a subset in U is always a polyhedron and gives a method for the
determination of this polyhedron. The presented method consists of three steps. In the
first step we apply the definition of U telling that every subset in U can be represented
as a union of a finite number of pseudo-polyhedra. The closure of each of these pseudo
polyhedra is a polyhedron by Lemma 4 and hence, using Lemma 3 this explains the second
step. The third step follows by using Lemma 3 in the opposite direction.

Theorem 7 Let V E U, then

(i) conv.hull(V) E P,

(ii) V' = conv.hull(V) can be calculated using the following three steps:

1

1. Determine 1 E lN and Vi E P (i =1, ... ,1) such that V = UVi.
i=1

2. Determine ki , Pi E lN and Xij, Yij E IRN such that

The method for the calculation of conv.hull(V) presented in the above theorem is not
very efficient, which is mainly due to the second step. We are therefore searching a more
efficient algorithm for the calculation of conv.hull(V). Until this more efficient algorithm
is available we use the above method in the following way.

Suppose we want to solve a given combinatorial optimization problem with an exact 2
LP. This means that we have to find an exact 2-LP that classifies the subset V = VP)
for a fixed i (see [13] for a definition of VP)). We therefore try to find a decomposition
V = VI \ V2 \ ••• \ Vi of V for some 1 E lN, using the DECAL-2 algorithm. Since we have
an explicit expression for both +V = V and - V = V * in this case, it might be possible
to find 11; iteratively by Vo = IRN , 11;+1 = conv.hull(1I; n (-1 )jV), (j = 1, ... ,1) using the
method of Theorem 7, for small values of the problem size N. Once, a general structure
of the 11; 's is found one can then try to prove the correctness of the decomposition for
general N directly.

11



4 Concluding remarks

We discussed the classification capabilities of exact two-layered perceptrons (2-LPs). A
detailed analysis was used to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for a subset to be
classifiable by an exact 2-LP. The necessary conditions can be used to show that a given
problem cannot be solved exactly by a 2-LP. One such problem is the sorting problem
treated in [14]. Trying to learn a 2-LP to solve such a problem is bound to give a very
poor result and one should therefore consider using a 3-LP in these cases. The sufficient
conditions can be used to prove that a problem can be solved exactly by a 2-LP and
its verification algorithm can be used to obtain the required number of hidden nodes.
Although an exact set of weights can also be determined, the relatively large variance in
the size of the weights implies that the use of a learning algorithm is sometimes more
useful for the determination of the weights.
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Appendix

(12)
B2 n WO ~ V*
B2 nw* ~ V,

B1 nWO ~ V
B1 n W* ~ V*

o i
o i

This appendix contains the proofs of the lemmas and theorems presented in this paper.

Theorem 3 Let V E U be a subset for which there exist aWE C1 and two spheres B 1 , B 2

such that

then V ¢ c2 •

Proof
Assume that V E C2 , W E C1 and two spheres B ll B2 exist that satisfy (12), we show
that this leads to a contradiction. Since V E C2 we have V = :1(1), for some f E R2,N.ll

f = go h with 9 E R 1,K,1l h E R1,N,K and J( E IN. Let 9 = 00 9 with g(x) = a' x +b for
some a E IRK, b E IR and define Vi = :I(hi), i = 1, ... , k, hereby assuming that hi i hj,
(i i j).

From (12) it follows that W i 0, ]RN , which means that 1V is a closed linear half-space.
TV = W n (WO)* is the hyperplane that bounds both VV and (WO)*. Consider B1 n TV,
this intersection is not empty since B1 n UTO and B1 n W* are not empty. Without loss
of generality we assume that B1 n TV ~ V or B1 n TV ~ V*: if only a part of B1 n 11' ~
is a subset of V then we can shrink the size of B1 such that one of the two statements
becomes true, using that V has only a finite number of defining half-spaces hi. The same
argument holds for B2 n 11', so that we obtain the following four cases:

(i) B 1 n TV ~ V and B 2 n TV ~ V,

(ii) B 1 n TV ~ V and B2 n 11T ~ V*,

(iii) B1 n TV ~ V* and B2 n TV ~ V,

(iv) B 1 n TV ~ V* and B 2 n TV ~ V*.

\Ve show that in case (i) and (ii) we obtain a contradiction. This implies that the same
holds for case (iii) and (iv), as they can be obtained from case (ii) and (i), respectively,
by swapping V and V*. To prove that case (i) and (ii) lead to a contradiction, we need
the following Lemma.

Lemma
If

{
0 i BnW c V
o iBn W* ~ v*,

(13)

for some sphere B, then W = Vi for some i E {l, ... ,k} with ai > 0 and ifVj = (WO)*
for some j i i then ai > aj'
End of Lemma
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We apply the result of this lemma to show that case (i) and (ii) lead to a contradiction.
Case (i). In this case (12) becomes:

o :f: B1 n W ~ V} {0:f: Bz n WO ~ V*
o :f: B I n W* ~ V* 1\ 0:f: Bz n (WO)* ~ V.

Apply the Lemma to B1 and W, then we obtain W = Vi for some i E {I, ... , K} and if
Vj = (WO)* then ai > aj. Apply the Lemma to Bz and (WO)*, then we obtain (WO)* = Vi
for some j E {I, ... , K} and hence ai > aj. However, since Vi =W = «(WO)*)O)*, we also
find aj > ai, obviously obtaining a contradiction.

Case (ii). Then (12) becomes:

o :f: B I n W C V} {0:f: Bz n W C V*
o :f: B I n W* ~ V* 1\ 0:f: Bz n W* ~ V.

Apply the Lemma to B I and W, then we obtain W = Vi for some i E {I, ... , K} and
ai > O. Without loss of generality we assume g( h(x)) :f: 0 for all x E m,N, which implies
that V* = 0 0 (-g) 0 h. By applying the Lemma to V*, Wand Bz, we then obtain
W =Vi for some j E {I, ... , K} and -aj > O. This would yield a pair i :f: j with Vi =Vj,
contradicting the assumptions.

The proof of the theorem is now completed by giving the proof of the above Lemma.

Proof of Lemma
Let IV = {x E m,N Ip·x+q ~ O} for some p E m,N\{O} and q E Ht. By defining h+, h_ E R I

as h+(x) = 0(p· x + q), h_(x) = 0( -p. x - q), we have W = J(h+) and wo = J*(h_).
Since we can write f(x) = 0(g(h(x))) =0(Oh+(x) +Oh_(x) +L~I aihi(x) +b), we may
assume without loss of generality that hI = h+, hz = h_ and hi :f: h+, h_ for i = 3, ... , K.
Let hiex) = 0(Ci . X+dd for some Ci E H~N\ {O} and di E IR, with (Ci, di) :f: A(p, q) for all
A E m, and i = 3, ... , K.

A N
We determine xz, X3, ... , XK E W = {x Em, Ip' x + q = O} and cz > C3 > ... ,cK > 0,
with B(xz,cz) ~ Band

B(Xi,ci) ~ B(Xi-l,ci-I)n {x E m,N ICi' X+di:f: O}, for i = 3, ... ,K. (14)

First, since B n W :f: 0 and B n W* :f: 0, we must have B n Til :f: 0. Hence, there exists
an Xz E B n W. Then obviously B(xz,cz) ~ B for some cz > O.

Next, assume Xi-l and Ci-I have been determined for certain i E {3, ... , K}, for which
B(Xi-l,ci-I) satisfies the above conditions. We then construct B(Xi,ci) satisfying (14).
Since (Ci, di) :f: A(p, q) for all A E nt, we cannot have Ci·x+di = 0 for all x E B(Xi-l,ci-l)n
W. Hence, there exists an Xi E B(xi-ll ci-d n W with Ci . x + di :f: O. This implies that
B(Xi,ci) ~ {x E m,N ICi' X+ di :f: O} and B(Xi,ci) ~ B(Xi-l,ci-I) for some Ci > O.

Using (14) we see that x E B(XK,cK) implies that x E Band Ci . x + di :f: 0 for i =
3, ... ,K. Take y,Z E B(XK,cK) with p' y +q > 0 and p' Z +q < 0, which is possible
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since p' xK + q = O. It then follows that hI(XK) = hI(y) = h2(XK) = h2(z) = 1,
hI(z) = h2(y) = O. Furthermore, by using (13), wehavexK,y E Bn.J(h+) = BnW ~ V
and z E B n .J'"(h+) = B n W'" ~ V*, which implies that 9(XK) ~ 0, g(y) ~ 0 and
g(z) < O. Finally, by using B(XK, cK) ~ n~3{X ERN ICj • x +dj -:I O} one can show that
hj(XK) = hj(Y) = hj(z) for i = 3, ... , K. Hence,

and

which completes the proof of the Lemma and hence of the Theorem. o

Theorem 4 Let VI E P, V2 E C2 and assume Vi = .J(gi 0 hi), gi = e 0 gi E RI,k"I,
hi E RI,N,k" gI(hI(x)) E {-k}, -kI +1, ... , O} and g2(h2(x)) E {a, a +1, . .. ,,B} for some
k},k2 E lN, a,,B E ZZ, a < 0 S,B and all x ERN.

Then VI \ V2 = .J(g 0 h), with h E R I,N,k1+k2 and 9 = e 0 9 E R I,k1+k2,I given by
hex) = (hI(x),h2(x)) and

g(X}'X2) = -agl(xI) - g2(X2) - 1,

respectively. Furthermore g( h(x)) E {kI a - (3 - 1, ... , -a - I} for all x E rnN .

(15)

Proof
If x ¢ VI then gl(h1(x)) $ -1 and hence, g(h(x)) $ a - g2(h2(x)) - 1 $ -l.

If x E VI then gI(hI(x)) =0 and hence, g(h(x)) = -g2(h2(x)) - 1 ~ 0 if and only x ¢ V2.
o

Theorem 5 Let V E lRN , then there exist an I E lN and VI, V2, ... ,Vi E P such that
V = VI \ V2\ ... \ Vi if and only if

V = (WI n W;) u (W3 n W;) u .. ,U (W2r- 1 n W2r )

for some r E lN, WI, W2, ... ,W2r E P and WI ~ lV3 ~ ... ~ W2r- 1.

Proof
(=» Assume that V =VI \ V2\···\Vi for some I E lN and VI, V2, ... , Vi E P. Since Vi =Vi\0
and 0 E P, we assume without loss of generality that 1 = 2r for some r E IN. Using
VI \ (V2\ W) = (VI n V2'") U (VI n W) and mathematical induction one can show that:

where W2i-I = VI n V3 n ... n V2i-1 and W2j = V2i. Obviously W}, W2, ... , W2r E P and
WI 2 W3 2 ···2 W2r- l •
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(<=) Assume that V = (WI n Wi) U (W3 n W4) U ... U (WZr- I n Wir) for some r E IN,
WI, Wz, ... ,WZr E P and WI 2 W3 2 ... 2 WZr-I, then we also have:

V = (WI n W;) U (WI n W3 n Wt) u ... U (WI n W3 n ... n WZr- I n W2'r),

which implies that V = WI \ Wz\ ... \ W2n see the (=?) part. 0

Theorem 6 Let V be a subset of]RN. If V = WI \ W2 \ ••• \ Wk for some k E IN and
WI, ... , Wk E P, then I $ k is an invariant of the DECAL-l algorithm.

Proof
Suppose V = WI \ W2 \ ••• \ Wk with Wi E P (i = 1, ... , k). Define the sets Ti, Vi and Zi
(i = 0, ... , k) by:

Zk = 0,
Zi = Wi+!\Zi+I, (i=k-l, ... ,O), (16)

Vo = ntN ,

Vi = conv.hull(Vi_InZi_d, (i=I, ... ,k), (17)
To V,

Ti Vi \ Ti-ll (i=I, ... ,k). (18)

Using (16) one can easily show that Vi-I nZi-I = (V;-I nWi)\Wi+I\" ,\Wk, for i = 1, ... , k.
Hence, using (17), Vo E P, Theorem 7 and mathematical induction we find that Vi E P
for i = 0, ... , k. This implies that we also have Vi n Vi-I n Wi E P, for all i = 1, ... , k,
which we use to derive:

Vi-I n Zi-I = Vi \Zi, (19)

for all i = 1, ... ,k. This proof goes as follows. Using (17) and (16) we find that

Vi-I n Zi-I = Vi n Vi-I n Zi-I

(Vi n Vi-I n Wi)\Zi (20)

C Vi n Vi-I n Wi

~ Vi
-co-n-v""""'.h-u=ll(Vi_I n Zi-I),

and hence, since Vi n ii£-I n Wi E P implies l~ n Vi-I n Wi closed and convex, we have
Vi n Vi-I n Wi =conv.hull(Vi_l n Zi-I) =Vi. Substituting this back into (20) we get (19).

Now we use (19) to show that:
Ti = Vi n Zi, (21)

for all i = 0,1, , k. We start with To = V = :aN n V = von Zo0 Next, assume (21) holds
for some i E {O, , k - I}, then from (19) it follows that Ti = Vi+I \Zi+b and hence:

Ti+! = Vi+I \Ti

= Vi+! \ (Vi+! \Zi+I)

= Vi+l n Zi+l,
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hereby completing the proof of (21) by mathematical induction. From (21), (17) and (18)
we conclude that V; and Ti satisfy:

V;+! = conv.hull(Ti),

Ti+l = V;+1 \Ti,

for all i =0, ... , k - 1. Since To = V, this proves that T = TI and VI = Vi are invariants
of the DECAL-l algorithm. The result now follows from Tk = Vk n Zk = 0. 0

Lemma 4 Let V E P, then V E P.

Proof
Let V E P, then V = n~=1 Vi, for some 1 E IN and Vi E C1 • Assume Vi = {x Iai·x+bi ~ O},
i E It, and Vi = {x Iai . x + bi > O}, i E 12 , for some ai E }RN, bi E }R (i = 1, ... , 1), and
define:

I

W = n{x Iai . x +bi ~ O}.
i=1

Since V ~ W, we have V ~ W = lV. To prove that W ~ V we take x E W\V and e > O.
Then ai . x +bi = 0 for i E Is ~ 12 and ai . x +bi > 0 for i E 13 \12' Let 0 > 0 be such that
ai . Y + bi > 0 for all i E Is \h and y E }RN with Ilx - yll < 6.

We may assume that V ;f 0 (otherwise the proof is trivial), which implies that z E V for
some Z E }RN. Let A = minCe, 0, l)(llxll + Ilzll +1)-1 and define y = (1 - A)X + AZ. Then
Ilx - yll < c and it remains to show that y E V.

Firstly, since x, z E W, A E (0,1] and W is convex we find that yEW, which implies that
ai,y+bi ~ 0 for all i E It. Secondly, we have that ai·y+bi = (l-A)(ai·x+bi)+A(ai·z+bi) =
A(ai . Z + bi) > 0 for all i E Is. Finally, Ilx - yll < 0 implies that ai . Y + bi > 0 for all
i E 13 \12, 0

Theorem 7 Let V E U, then

(i) conv.hull(V) E P,

(ii) V' = conv.hull(V) can be calculated using the following three steps:

1. Determine 1E IN and Vi E P (i = 1, ... ,1) such that V = U~=l Vi.
2. Determine ki,Pi E IN and Xij,Yij E }RN such that Vi = conv.hull({Xij}j~l) +

cone( {Yijg~I)'

3. Determine V' E P such that V' = conv.hull( {Xij}~=l~::I) + cone({YijH=l~~I)'

Proof
(i) Follows directly from (ii) and Lemma 3.
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(ii) Let V E U, then V = U~=l Vi for some 1 E IN and Vi E P. If 1 = 1 the proof is trivial,
we therefore assume 1 2: 2. By Lemma 4 we have that Vi E P, and hence, by Lemma 3,
it follows that:

Vi = conv.hull( {Xij}j~l) + cone( {yijg~l)'

for some k i , Pi E IN and Xij, Yij E ]RN. Define the subsets W, V' ~ ]RN by:

W = {x E ]RN Ix = L:~=l AiVi, Vi E Vi, Ai 2: 0, L:~=l Ai = I},

V' = conv.hull( {Xij }~=l;~l)+cone({Yij}~=l~~l)'

Then the proof is completed by showing that (a) conv.hull(V) =W, and (b) W = V'.

(a) Follows straightforwardly by:

conv.hull(V) = conv.hull(U~=l Vi) = conv.hull(U~=l Vi) = w,

using that V i is canvex in the last step.

(b) One can easily verify that W ~ V', which implies that W ~ V' ~ 1f'. Hence, it
remains to verify that 1f' ~ W.

Let x E V', then from from the definition of V' it follows that:

I ki I Pi

X = L L /iijXij + L LTijYij,
i=lj=l i=lj=l

for some /iij 2: 0, Tij 2: 0 with L:~=l L:j~l/iij = 1. If kl = k 2 = ... = kl = 0, then

otherwise we assume without loss of generality that kl 2: k 2 2: ... 2: kr > 0, kr +l = ... =
kl = 0 for some 1 < r :::; I and /ill > O.

Take E > O. Let 8 = min(~/i11,E(L:i=lllxilll +1)-1) > 0 and define:

where Al = L:j~l/ilj - 8, Ai = L:j~l/iij + r!:T, (i = 1, ... ,1), iln = (/ill - 8)/All ilil =
(/iiI + r!:T)/Ai, (i = 2, ... ,r), ilij = /iij/Ai, (i = 1, . .. ,r,j = 2, ... ,ki) and Tij = Tij/Ai.

This implies that yEW since Ai > 0, L:~=l Ai = 1 and L:j~l ilij = 1 (i = 1, ... , r).

Finally, we have that Ilx - yll = 11 6x11 - L:i=2 l~l xit}II :::; 8(L:i=lllxill!) < E, which
completes the proof of (b) and, hence, of the theorem. 0
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